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Figure 2-1.   Deer   browsing.

2-2.3.3. Improved or Developed Areas. It is recom-
mended that the inventory and evaluation of habitat
include improved or developed areas, such as in-
stallation entrances, roadways, headquarters and
office building areas, housing areas, golf courses,
and other recreation areas. It is here that most per-
sonnel will have an opportunity to observe wildlife
on a day-today basis. Feeding, watering, and
nesting sites can be provided in cantonment areas.
Habitat evaluation for these areas should note the
width of grass areas along roads and the types and
spacing of shrubs and trees. If roadside vegetation
consists of broad strips of closely cut grass, a
wildlife manager may recommend reducing the wid-
th of the mowed area and permitting the remainder
to revert to more natural vegetation, or he may
suggest planting shrubs valuable to wildlife. If the
grounds around office buildings and living quarters

have little diversity of vegetation, he may recom-
mend planting additional species beneficial to
wildlife and converting the area from tall trees and
grass to several layers of vegetative cover. Less
frequent mowing of grass may also be advisable.
2-2.4. Sampling.  In large areas, it is impractical to
measure in detail the vegetation in the entire area;
hence, vegetative sampling is done, usually by
means of sample plots. The size and number of plots
depend upon the kind, density, and distribution of
the vegetation. Larger plots, one-fifth acre or more
in sSixrs size, are necessary for trees; one twenty-fifth acre
has been suggested for shrubs; and plots of one one
hundredth acre may suffice for herbaceous ground
cover. Sampling vegetation is discussed in many
publications, including Wildlife Investigation
Techniques which is available from the Wildlife
Society (app C, No. 14).
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Figure 3-1. White-tailed deer.

3-2.2. Pellet-Group Counts. Systematic pellet- For determining sample size needed to produce a
group counts, as described in “The Pellet-Group desired degree of sampling precision, a manager
Count Technique for Big Game Trend, Census, and should refer to the formula described in sub
Distribution: A Review” (app B, No. 76) have been paragraph 3-1.3.1.2. Pellet counts should be made
used for a variety of research and management ob- within permanently marked, 0.02-acre, circular
jectives. The chief advantage is that’pellet groups plots (diameter 33.3 feet) which are periodically
can be sampled by standard field plot techniques. cleared of old pellets. Two 0.02-acre units should be
Most pellet-group plots are circles or long, narrow sampled within each 100x100-yard plot and
rectangles, distributed in some form of stratified- located along the central transect line. Circular plots
random design. This means that plots are grouped should be randomly located on the transect line in
together on the basis of similarity of some charac- such a way that they do not overlap. Within each
teristic such as habitat type. Each group or stratum 0.02-acre unit, the observer should record the num-
is then sampled, and the group estimates are com- ber of big-game pellet groups by species. Iden-
bined to give an index. Sampling intensity tification of pellets to species can be made by con-
estimates can be made on the basis of mean and sulting A Field Guide to Animal Tracks (app B, No.
variance derived from preliminary sample counts. 75). Observer bias may arise mainly from dif-
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run daily and the unmarked fish are marked and site for returning marked fish Because of the dif-
returned to the water, as are those which have been ferences in response to netting among species and
previously marked and recaptured. Days of such among different size groups within species, any
sampling are repeated, in practice, until estimates given method of collecting may be more efficient for
have become relatively constant as the basis of the some kinds and sizes of fish than for others. Care
formula in use. There are variations in the must be taken to recognize such differences and ad-
procedures for selecting the location for nets and the just to them.

Figure 3-2. Seining.

3-14.2.2. Marking. Many different methods are discussed in “A Guide to the Properties, Charac-
described in “Marking and Tagging” (app B, No: teristics and Uses of Some General Anaesthetics for
103) but basically, the means for marking fish are Fish” (app B, No. 7). Care should be taken to follow
mutilating the fish or attaching a tag. Mutilation in- the directions on the container when working with
cludes fin-clipping, which is the most common anaesthetics since humans can be harmed by
technique for short-term population studies. This repeated use.
method is fast and requires no special equipment.  Creel Census. Creel censuses can be valuable
Often fish can be marked more readily, doing less for obtaining broad information on trends in kinds
harm to them or the handler, if they are of fishing, times of fishing, time spent, species and
anaesthetized. The use of anaesthetics on fish is sizes caught, and the catch per unit of fishing effort
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Figure 6-1. Lespedeza bicolor edge planting for wildlife.

6-1.3.2. Requirements of Wild Animals. Meeting
these requirements is basic to habitat management.
Insofar as possible, natural or close to natural con-
ditions should be maintained, and native flora and
fauna should be perpetuated.
6-1.3.3. Featured Species or Unit Management.
Habitat management on small units may emphasize
practices known to be of particular value to certain
selected or featured species. Thus: living, mature
pine trees with heart rot may be preserved along
roadsides or in forested areas within the range of the
red-cockaded woodpecker to retain populations of
this endangered species; within the range of the
American woodcock, alder thickets may be en-
couraged in moist soil areas in the East; controlled
burning may be done in Michigan pine forests to
maintain conditions needed for the breeding of the

rare Kirtland warbler; and brushy cover intermixed
with clumps of evergreens may be maintained for
the benefit of ruffed grouse. Management that
stresses habitat diversity, even though directed at
certain species, usually benefits other species as
well.
6-1.3.4. Periodic Evaluation Periodic evaluation of
management projects should be made to determine
accomplishment of objectives. This involves,
primarily, the evaluation of wildlife population and
habitat inventory information in relation to stated
management objectives.
6-1.4. Tools and Approaches.  Among the many
management tools and approaches are: creation of
new impoundments or wetlands, natural vegetation
control, land use regulation, water level control,
food and cover planting, erection of nesting struc-
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Figure 6-2. Shallow-water facility for wildlife, created by blas  ting.

6-2.5.2. Ditches. Ditching with a dragline or
bulldozer may be cheaper than blasting for larger
projects and has the added advantage of leaving ex-
posed soil banks useful for ducks, minks, and
muskrats. Ditches four to five feet deep with surface
areas of 2,000 to 10,000 square feet and spaced so
that there is one opening for approximately each
two to four acres of marsh are recommended in Prac-
tical Wildlife Management (app B, No. 15).
6-2.5.3. Biological  Control The introduction of
muskrats can help create open water areas in den-
sely vegetated marshes. However, unless their
populations are controlled, muskrats may cause
damage to dikes or create vegetative eat-outs
greater than desired. Furthermore, in suitable mar-
shes, muskrats are probably already present in num-
bers attuned to the available habitat. In the north-

central United States, a marsh full of cattails,
bulrushes, and duck potatoes and with the right
amount of water may support thousands of
muskrats per square mile, as described in Of
Predation and Life (app B, No. 33).
6-2.5.4. Chemical Control From the standpoint of
waterfowl management, dense stands of cattail and
other emergent plants are not desirable. The broad-
leaved cattail is, however, a prime food of muskrats.
Treatment of alternate strips of a marsh with her-
bicides will create some openings. Thus, it may be
possible to manage a marsh both for waterfowl and
muskrats. Use of any herbicides should be in ac-
cordance with applicable state and Federal  
regulations.
6-2.5.5. Plugging. If coordinated with the mission
of the installation and not contrary to water district
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Figure 6-3. A flashboard riser for controlling water levels.

6-2.5.8 Flooding.  Flooding a marsh, either through
natural causes or deliberately, so that water depths
exceed three or four feet, may kill cattails and other
plants beneficial to muskrats. Once the cattail
growths are gone, one means of restoring them is
through partial or complete exposure of the marsh
bottom in late summer. Drawdowns which expose
bottom soil to sunlight and air can, especially when
combined with disking, result in more rapid decom-
position of organic materials in the bottom of reser-
voirs and aid in the rejuvenation of reservoirs which
tend to lose fertility or decline in productivity after
a few years. Reflooding of the exposed bottom areas,
after food plants have become established,
facilitates feeding for both waterfowl and muskrats.
6-2.5.9. Islands. When there is too much open water
in a marsh, in addition to water level manipluation
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and control, construction of floating nests sites,
rafts, or artificial islands may help. Islands can be
constructed most conveniently in connection with
new pond or wetland development by leaving higher
sections exposed or by dredging and dumping
material so it rests above the water level. Islands in-
crease edges and provide for diversification. They
are used by waterfowl for loafing and nesting sites
and by other animals. Practical Wildlife
Management (app B, No. 15) recommends small, cir-
cular islands of 10 feet or more in diameter, for
ground-nesting ducks.
6-2.5.10. Greentree Reservoirs. With water-control
devices, a good supply of water, and a dike, water-
fowl can be attracted in the fall or winter to lowland
grain fields with heavy soils or to woodlands of oak
or other nut-producing trees by flooding them to a
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Figure 6-4 .  A brush pile for wildlife.

6-3.5. Technical Assistance. Technical assistance
can be obtained by contacting the Federal agencies
listed in subparagraph 6-2.6. Many good
suggestions on managing agricultural habitat ap-
pear in Practical Wildlife Management (app B, No.
15).

6-4. Forest and Range Habitat.

6-4.1. Animals Which May Benefit. Forest and
range habitat, literally and figuratively, covers a
great deal of territory and involves many species of
fish and wildlife, from the endangered spotted bat to
the bighorn sheep or moose to the burrowing owl to
the golden eagle or California condor. Included are
hundreds of species of nongame birds (songbirds,
predators, etc.) and many species of game birds
(grouse or various types, wild turkey, woodcock,
Chukar partridge, and various species of quail and

dove). In addition to a host of bats, small mammals
(mice, shrews, moles, ground squirrels, and other
rodents), predators (coyotes and foxes), and fur
animals (beavers, pine martens, skunks, opossums,
and raccoons), many game mammals are found in
forest and range habitat. Among the latter are tree
squirrels, deer, other ungulates, and bears.
6-4.2. Objectives. Management objectives include:
optimizing the abundance and diversity of fish and
wildlife in an area; maintaining areas of high wildlife
productivity which already exist on an installation;
improving for fish and wildlife other areas on an in-
stallation consistent with other natural resource
management objectives and needs; optimizing the
kinds, amount, and quality of wildlife and wildlands-
oriented recreation; and helping to assure survival
of an area’s plant and animal species including, par-
ticularly, threatened and endangered species. As an
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Figure 7-1. Bald eagle.
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Figure 11-1. Working with a youth group.

11-5. Information and Materials. Many Federal
natural resources agencies, such as the Forest Ser-
vice, Soil Conservation Service, and Fish and
Wildlife Service have film libraries and other source
materials which are helpful in mounting effective
public relations programs. Films can be borrowed

for use at public meetings. Similarly, state
servation departments and many private

con-
con-

servation organizations, such as the National
Audubon Society and the National Wildlife
Federation (app C, No. 7 and No. 8) have excellent
films and materials.
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